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Illustration



Cartoon Violence is a rock band with two  members: the guitarist, Josh Thornton, and the drummer, Chandler Ber-
rett. Josh has made music with lots of different people through ACM at UCO and various gigs. Recently Josh’s wife 
Courtney has learned bass to join in. This will be their first official album.

Album Art



Book Cover

Sammy Keyes was my favorite book series growing up, featuring a teenage mystery-solving skateboarder.



Tattoo

*Insert actual tattoo design*



Quote

I am shaped by love that morphed into lust; used and longed for, used and not enough.



Short Story



Mega Panel Comic

This comic was inspired by a sudden flashback I had of myself as a little girl. My mom asked, “Do 
you think you have a monster under your bed?” and I replied, “Yes; but it’s okay, we’re friends.”
This relationship- a vulnerable child and a fluffy beast- is a metaphor, if you care to look into it 
deeply enough. The creature represents our inner demons, asking for pieces of our joy. We oblige, 
to avoid becoming consumed.
Monsters are never as scary as you anticipated once face-to-face. Learning to overcome that fear 
and confront problems head-on is a vital part of growing up.



Graphic Design

Poster

“You are the universe in ecstatic motion.” -Rumi



Infographic



Office Supplies



Annual Report



T-Shirt Design & Promotional Products

Let Us Help is meant to break down the negative stigma surrounding psychiatric medications.



Passion Projects

Move 918 Logo

This logo was a freelance job for Tulsa Transit, and will be used in thier new extention.



Ipseity
Copper etching print with carved rubber stamps.

Heart and Mind
6x6 foot cardboard sculpture painted with gesso and acrylic.



Gallery Pieces
Surrealism Digital paintings done for a coffee shop gallery.



I’m Still Here
Acrylic painting

OC Mural
This mural was painted by a team of 3, and covers a 10x10 foot wall in the OC student center.



Cast
A photograph taken at the Missouri Museum of Modern Art.

Things to add:
Swingout OKC work
Marketing work


